Mosaic House of Prayer
Prayer Cycle Ideas

OBJECTIVE
As the Prayer Leader, your task is (1) to pray into the topic for the hour, (2) to model prayer for others, (3) to facilitate
and encourage others in the Prayer Room (PR) to pray.
As a general rule of thumb try to keep your prays between 2-5 minutes for the following 3 reasons:
1. We have noticed that many people lose mental track when prayers exceed 5 minutes
2. It can intimidate others in the audience from praying
3. When others who can pray extensively see you modeling that it can give conflicting messages when you give
the call for “open mic prayer” or “Rapid Fire Prayer Lines”
Prayer Idea Terms Used at MHOP
This list is not comprehensive but may assist you in prayerfully filling out the “Prayer Ideas Box” on the pre-briefing form.
•

Rapid Fire Prayer Line: invited 10-20 people to pray short 10-20 second prayers into the prayer topic at hand.

•

Open Mic Prayer: invites people in a general sense to pray 1-3 minute prayers into the topic at hand.

•

Small Group Prayer: invites people into small groups of 3-5 to pray (set a timeframe for how long so people will
know how to gauge their prayers in their respective groups)

•

Ministry Line: Calls for ministry team (with badges) to come to front for people to receive prayer ministry.

•

Altar Call: Calls for people to respond to the prayer topic corporately with an altar call; can be accompanied by
use of the ministry team or without the ministry team.

•

Laying on of Hands: inviting others to receive an impartation through the biblical act of faith. Can be done by
stretching out hands towards an individual, gathering around an individual, or done in a ministry line (1 Tim 4:14,
Heb 6:2)
o

Fire Tunnel: form of practicing laying of hands for an impartartion of more of the Holy Spirit, much like a
soccer victory tunnel: line of ministry leaders and allow people to pass through as the team lays hands
on people’s shoulders and prays short prayers and prophetic decrees as the Spirit leads.

•

Communion: invites people to visit communion station if they are in need of “doing business with God,
“renewing their vows”, or can opt to perform corporately as a prophetic act of unity.

•

Highlight a specific Station/Activity: You might have a specific station in the PR that you feel everyone
should participate in for that hour. You are also free to contact the Ekballo Harvest Team with prayer activity
ideas that you would like to submit for approval to have for your set. (Must be submitted a week prior.)

•

Prophetic Acts: If the Lord leads you to have the congregation perform a prophetic act or to give or permit
prophetic words, please see someone from the CORE TEAM.
o
o
o
o
o

Unity Line: invites the people to come up front and lock hands or arms as a prophetic act of unity.
Dancing/Flagging: invites people to create an atmosphere of freedom and joy (ps 150:4, Jeremiah
31:4 ), spiritual warfare (song of songs 6:13), and ushering in a deeper measure of the manifest
presence of God (2 Samuel 6:13-15)
Stomping: invites people to act out spiritual warfare and exercising authority over demonic powers
(Luke 10:19)
Raising hands: position of praise (Ps 134:2), gesture of petition for the Father to pick us up in our
distress as his children (Ps 28:2), sign of surrender to holiness (1 Tim 2:8) or receiving more from the
Lord like receiving a gift (Matt 7:11).
Shofar Blowing/Shouting: creates a sound to break spiritual apathy and to call the people of God to
attention and declare war in the heavenly places (Num 10:9, Joel 2:1, Is 58:1)

